
LOCAL LAW ENFORCEMENT ENHANCES INTERNAL 
COMMUNICATION AND ACHIEVES REGULATORY 
COMPLIANCE USING END-TO-END ENCRYPTED 
ENTERPRISE MESSAGING SERVICE 



Secure and reliable communication and collaboration is a basic 
requirement for first responders. When a US based police 
department needed to upgrade their communication service, they 
choose NetSfere – an end-to-end encrypted enterprise-grade 
communication and collaboration platform that helped the 
department increase productivity while staying in compliance with 
the variety of government mandated rules and regulations. 

OVERVIEW 
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The use of unsecure and anarchic consumer messaging applications is prevalent in many 
industries and law enforcement is no exception. Applications like WhatsApp, Facebook 
Messenger, and traditional SMS not only pose a security risk but are also prone to personal data 
sharing using questionable means.

If the risk of data security and dubious data sharing techniques weren’t enough, such 
consumer-based applications adhere to no compliance standards whatsoever. This puts law 
enforcement and similar government organizations at even greater risk and open to unwanted 
legal proceedings. Furthermore, law enforcement has no means of recording and keeping track 
of rich message based communication which can be critical in the court of law as well as in 
maintaining transparency with the general public. 

The answer is not to curtail the use of such an effective means of communication like instant 
messaging, but rather provide government employees with the correct tools to help them 
complete their tasks effectively with greater efficiently and increased productivity.

THE PROBLEM 



While there is always resistance to the adoption of any new tools and apps, NetSfere makes the transition easier by 
offering an user interface that is similar to many of the applications that employees use in their personal lives. With a 
look and feel that is akin to the native iOS and Android experience, user adoption is easier and sticky.

THE SOLUTION 

Archiving for Compliance

NetSfere’s built-in archiving service – NetSfere Vault, ensures that all communication is recorded for regulatory compli-
ance purposes. NetSfere Vault offers true legal compliance with extensive search options to retrieve recorded commu-
nication, e-discovery, and legal hold – all available with configurable retention periods.

Encryption and Security

NetSfere boasts a highly secure end-to-end encrypted messaging platform that offers true device-to-device encryption 
without any breaks in encryption throughout the delivery path. The use of the highest industry standards like AES-256 
and ECC for encryption ensures true data protection and peace of mind for users.

Administration

NetSfere’s Admin Control Panel for organization administrators offers extensive control over the service with features 
like configurable data retention policies, security policies, and attachment policies. User administration is made simple 
with various means of onboarding users including manual mode, file imports, and synchronization and SSO authenti-
cation with Active Directory – all making the task a breeze for IT staff.

Collaboration

High-Definition audio and video, person-to-person and group calling, screen sharing etc. provide an effective means 
of collaboration within the organization. Such collaboration is extended to sister-concerns, partners and vendors with 
the use of the Guest User feature. Collaboration is contextual and can seamless switch from text to voice and video for 
effective communication.
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The Results 

NetSfere has helped transition the internal law enforcement communication to a more secure, managed, and 
compliant solution with an effective and efficient tool that exceeds their current requirements and is user 
friendly for a quick adoption.

Immediate benefits observed by law enforcement:

+    A secure, encrypted, and reliable means of communication and collaboration among their officers and staff 

+    Message archiving for all conversations with e-discovery and legal hold 

+    Single point of user management with AD and SSO

+    Adherence to Freedom of Information Act and similar legal requests

+    Enhanced privacy with pictures and videos stored securely  in NetSfere and not in the BYOD photo gallery

+    True device-to-device encryption for messages, attachments etc.

+    Management and control over data retention and security policies.

About NetSfere  
NetSfere offers next-generation messaging and mobility solutions to telecom operators and enterprises 
around the world, including its secure enterprise-grade mobile messaging platform NetSfere Enterprise. 
NetSfere Enterprise is a recognized secure enterprise messaging service and platform that provides security 
and message delivery capabilities, including global availability of cloud-based services, device-to-device 
encryption, location-based functions, and administrative controls. The service is also offered in partnership 
with Deutsche Telekom GmbH, one of the world's leading integrated telecommunications companies, and 
with NTT Ltd., a global information technology and communications service provider, jointly offering NetSfere 
to its customers in all the world. NetSfere also meets global legal requirements such as GDPR, HIPAA, 
Sarbanes-Oxley, ISO 27001, and others. The company's technology supports more than 500 million 
subscribers and more than one billion messages per year. NetSfere has offices in the United States, Germany, 
UK, India and Singapore. For more information, visit:  www.netsfere.com.
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Head Quarter: 
Chicago

Sales Offices: 
Chicago   I   Washington DC   I   Munich   I   London   I   Bangalore   I   Singapore

www.netsfere.com

 sales@netsfere.com


